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Chapter 801: she and young master bo should be connected by marriage 

 

then, he stopped talking. 

he did not have the intention to shake hands with luo chenxi either. 

luo chenxi suddenly felt a little embarrassed, so she could only withdraw her hand. 

a helpless look flashed across bo tingyuan’s eyes. he turned to luo chenxi and said, ” “i’m sorry, my wife 

is not in a good mood today.” 

luo chenxi’s heart was filled with doubts, but she did not show it on her face at all. she had been 

maintaining a polite smile all along. 

“it’s okay, everyone’s personality is different! young master bo, since you’re here with madam, we 

won’t disturb you. it’s almost our turn too.” 

bo tingyuan nodded and turned to look at his wife, who had returned to silence. a hint of sadness 

flashed in his eyes. 

“then we’ll go first, we’ll talk next time.” 

after bo tingyuan and his wife left, fang ziqian couldn’t take it anymore. 
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“oh my god, young master bo is such an outstanding man. how did he find such a wife? no wonder bai 

shixun and the rest don’t seem to like her!” 

luo chenxi blinked her eyes and a mischievous smile appeared at the corners of her lips. how do you 

even know who second young master bai likes? i don’t even know the background of bo tingyuan’s 

wife!” 

fang ziqian glared at her. ” what are you thinking? i also … also heard it by accident …” 

” fine, i’ll just say that i accidentally heard it. do you know who she is? ” 

fang ziqian tried her best to recall. ” it seems that young master bo’s wife was also born into a rich 

family. she’s even a female ceo. she’s very powerful! ” she and young master bo should be related by 

marriage, but their relationship isn’t good. i heard that they have been living separately for many years 

and don’t even care about their son. young master bo has always taken care of his son alone.” 

” i see … ” luo chenxi seemed to be deep in thought. 

no wonder she had never seen mrs. bo pick up her young son-in-law. 

however, it was hard to understand such a woman. 



young master bo was the most stable one among mu yichen’s childhood friends. he was capable and 

had a good personality, but she actually did not like him. 

it was fine if she didn’t like young master bo. after all, every woman liked a different type of person. 

however, bo shaoxuan was so sensible and cute. he was only a little worse than her little dumpling. his 

mother actually didn’t like him? 

the nurse called out luo chenxi’s name just as she was deep in thought. 

“luo chenxi! ‘is luo chenxi around?’ you can go in now.” 

“here!” 

luo chenxi and fang ziqian stood up in a hurry. 

luo chenxi had registered for the most famous specialist in harmony hospital. 

the female chief physician in her sixties frowned in an obvious manner after she inquired about luo 

chenxi’s condition in detail. 

“your condition is indeed quite tricky. go and do a few examinations first.” 

the female doctor prescribed a huge pile of examination forms for luo chenxi. 

accompanied by fang ziqian, luo chenxi spent an entire day to complete all the checkups and received 

the results one by one. 

the female doctor looked at the contents of the list, and her expression became more and more serious. 

” miss luo, are you here for a checkup today to prepare for a pregnancy? ” 

luo chenxi nodded. ” that’s right. i do have that plan. ” 

” then you should know that you had a hemorrhage the last time you gave birth. although it seems that 

you’re recovering well, it’s still impossible for you to get pregnant naturally. ” 

“yes, i … i know.” 

she had long felt this. 

if it wasn’t for her body, she would have been pregnant long ago, just based on how often young master 

mu taught her the family rules. 

Chapter 802: if her child was fine, he should be the same age as the little dumpling now, right? 

 

however, a wisp of hope arose in luo chenxi’s heart after she heard the female doctor’s diagnosis. 

“doctor, you just said that it’s impossible for me to get pregnant naturally. what if i don’t? through 

artificial insemination, is there a possibility of success?” 

the female doctor frowned slightly and put the examination report back on the table. 



he crossed his arms and leaned forward against the back of the chair. he looked at luo chenxi with a 

solemn expression. 

” in theory, there’s still a possibility. with artificial assistance, there’s still a very small chance that you 

can get pregnant … but i strongly recommend not doing so. ” 

luo chenxi had a wisp of joy on her face when she heard the first half of the doctor’s words. however, 

she was dealt a blow by the latter half of the doctor’s words. 

“why not?” she asked, surprised. 

“because the risk is too high.” 

the female doctor pointed at the medical report. ” from your physical condition, you can’t bear the 

burden of a ten-month pregnancy. even if you’re pregnant, there’s a high chance that you’ll have a 

natural miscarriage within three months. there’s also a high chance that it will cause various 

complications. ” 
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” even if your willpower is strong enough, and your family’s financial resources can keep up, and you can 

stay in bed until the day of delivery … there’s still a 90% chance that you’ll cause another massive 

bleeding. ” 

” it was already a miracle that you were saved the last time. if you were to do it again … i don’t think 

many people would be so lucky twice! ” 

the female doctor was very straightforward and clearly expressed her opinion. ” i hope you don’t play 

with your life. because even if you risk your life, this child won’t be able to survive. it’s not worth it to 

lose your life for nothing.” 

“how … how did this happen?” 

luo chenxi’s face turned ghastly pale in an instant. she felt as if her heart had been plunged into icy 

water. 

she went to the hospital for a check-up because she still had a glimmer of hope and hoped that a 

miracle would happen. 

but now, the female doctor’s words had given her a huge blow! 

it completely shattered her last trace of hope. 

the female doctor could not bear to see luo chenxi so upset, so she advised her, ” “ms. luo, i read the 

report that your last pregnancy was a full term and successful one. in that case, you should already have 

a child. although it’s a girl, it’s no longer popular to favor boys over girls. just having a child is enough, 

don’t force it …” 

luo chenxi shook her head and bit her lip. 

” doctor, you don’t know this, but my last child has already … already … ” 



she gritted her teeth, feeling extremely sad, but she did not say the word ” die “. 

if her child was fine, he should be the same age as xiao tuanzi now, right? 

she would definitely be as cute as her. 

but unfortunately … 

fang ziqian held her hand and turned to the female doctor. ” doctor, my friend’s first child had an 

accident. she died four years ago, ” she said. 

the female doctor realized that she had said something wrong and quickly apologized, ” i’m sorry, miss 

luo. i really didn’t expect this! sigh, how could this be? i can understand how you feel now.” 

“however, the diagnosis i made just now is an objective fact. no matter what, you can’t have a child 

anymore. go back and discuss this with your husband. i hope he can understand.” 

Chapter 803: you’re lucky to have a daughter like tang tang! 

 

luo chenxi’s mood was obviously more dejected when she walked out of the hospital. 

fang ziqian followed behind her and asked worriedly, ” “little wei xi, you … are you alright? don’t take 

things too hard! actually, it’s hard to raise a child. i see people complaining on the internet every day 

that they regret having a child! anyway, you have tang tang, this ready-made daughter. this is a good 

deal!” 

luo chenxi could not help raising her head and rolling her eyes at her. ” what are you thinking about? 

why would i?” 

if she had to seek death just because she couldn’t have her own child, she would have jumped off a 

building four years ago. why would she have waited until today? 

fang ziqian heaved a sigh of relief in secret when she saw that luo chenxi’s face had regained its color. 

“alright, let’s just say i’m overthinking it! what are you going to do next? do you want to tell young 

master mu the results?” 

upon hearing his words, luo chenxi appeared to be very hesitant. 

“this … i haven’t decided yet. let me consider it for a few more days.” 

if the results of the examination were good, or even if there was still a glimmer of hope for her to 

conceive, she would tell mu yichen the truth and let him think of a solution with her. 
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however, the doctor had already given her the death sentence … 

luo chenxi appeared to be a little lost. she heaved a soft sigh. 

fang ziqian could tell that this was a difficult decision for luo chenxi. hence, she did not urge or inquire 

further. 



instead, she changed the topic and said, ” by the way, little wei xi, i saw on the internet that a popular 

dessert shop has opened nearby. since we’re here, why don’t we go and try it? ” when you’re in a bad 

mood, you’ll be much happier if you eat something sweet.” 

“alright, then we’ll …” 

luo chenxi was about to agree when she suddenly heard the sound of footsteps coming from behind her. 

then, bai shixun’s voice was heard from not far away. 

“qianqian, did you really come to the hospital?” 

fang ziqian’s face was initially full of smiles, but when she heard his voice, her expression immediately 

froze. 

“i’ll … go! why would bai shixun come here? how did he know i was here?” 

she took a glance at luo chenxi and said in a hurry, ” ” alright, little wei xi, i’ll be leaving first. let’s have 

dessert when we’re free next time. ” 

as she said that, she turned around and tried to escape. 

however, bai shixun was tall and had long legs. when he saw that she was about to leave, he 

immediately jogged over and blocked her way. 

“qianqian, you clearly saw me just now. why did you run? are you sick? where did he feel 

uncomfortable? why didn’t you tell me and let me come with you? if tingyuan didn’t tell me, i wouldn’t 

even know that you went to the hospital to see a doctor!” 

upon hearing that, a glint of relief flashed past luo chenxi’s eyes. 

she didn’t expect that such a serious and reliable man like bo tingyuan would actually like to tattle! 

the moment he saw her and fang ziqian at harmony hospital, he immediately told bai shixun about the 

news. 

if they had not been quick-witted enough to trick bo tingyuan into seeing a doctor, the man who 

appeared here would not be bai shixun but mu yichen! 

the secret that she had been trying so hard to hide would be exposed. 

fang ziqian realized this as well, so after a second of being stunned, she stopped in her tracks and took 

the blame for everything. 

” that’s right. i’m here to see a doctor, but it’s just a minor illness. there’s no need for mr. president to 

worry. ” 

bai shixun frowned. 

Chapter 804: beating is a sign of affection, scolding is a sign of love, beating and scolding is … 

 

“how can you call this a small matter? you’ve already come to the hospital for a checkup!” 



fang ziqian glared at him disdainfully. ” you don’t understand women’s affairs. if i say it’s fine, then it’s 

fine! ” 

luo chenxi raised her brows in surprise upon hearing that. 

she did not expect her little qianqian to speak to second young master bai in such a tone. 

not only was he arrogant and impolite, but more importantly, there was an ambiguous tone in his 

words. 

anyone with a discerning eye could tell that the relationship between the bickering man and woman was 

extraordinary. 

however, little qianqian might not have realized this at all. 

the corners of bai shixun’s mouth twitched. he was obviously infuriated, but he did not dare to say 

anything. he could only go along with fang ziqian’s words. 

“alright, so the results are out? is there a problem?” 
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“no problem, no problem at all! as long as i don’t have to work overtime and stay up late, my body will 

be very, very healthy! boss, are you considering giving me an annual leave or something?” 

“you’ve already taken a day off today, and you still want to take another day off? since you’re free, 

hurry up and prepare to accompany me to the banquet.” 

“what?” fang ziqian frowned. attend what banquet? i’m on leave today!” 

“your leave of absence is only for the day, not the night. alright, don’t be willful, time is running out.” 

bai shixun said as he grabbed fang ziqian’s wrist and pulled her to his side. 

at the same time, he turned to look at luo chenxi and nodded at her. ” sister-in-law, i have something 

urgent to attend to with qianqian. shall i send you home first? ” 

luo chenxi had been standing quietly by the side all this while. she seemed to be deep in thought as she 

watched the two of them bickering. 

when she heard bai shixun’s words, she shook her head. ” it’s alright. cloud lake pavilion is not far from 

here. i can go back by myself. ” 

she paused for a moment, and the corners of her lips curled into a sly smile. ” however, i have a 

question. are you and my little qianqian … in a relationship? ” 

“sister-in-law, your eyes are so sharp!” 

” who’s his girlfriend?! ” 

two completely opposite answers rang out at the same time. 

when fang ziqian heard bai shixun’s words, she glared at him angrily and even stepped on his foot. 



bai shixun was caught off guard, and fang ziqian’s high heels stomped on him, causing him to cry out in 

pain. 

“hiss …! you’re so violent!” 

fang ziqian took the opportunity to shake off his hand and sneered,”i told you, i’m very violent! don’t 

come and provoke me for no reason!” 

as she spoke, she turned around and left. 

the corners of bai shixun’s mouth twitched and he quickly chased after her. ” wait, qianqian, wait for 

me! i’m not afraid of violence! after all, beating is a sign of affection, scolding is a sign of love, and 

beating and scolding is …” 

“bah! bai shixun, do you have any shame?” 

the two of them walked further and further away, but the bickering continued. 

luo chenxi shook her head in amusement. ” these two people are really … ” 

it was obvious that although fang ziqian despised second young master bai, her attitude towards him 

had changed a lot. 

but she might not know. 

as for the second young master … 

luo chenxi frowned ever so slightly. 

she always felt that a man like second young master bai was not a good match for her simple and strict 

little qianqian. 

however, matters of the heart were not something an outsider like her could interfere with. 

she had already warned bai shixun once. 

she hoped that bai shixun would listen to her. 

if he let fang ziqian down, even if he was young master mu’s friend, she would not let him off easily! 

Chapter 805: a little girl who had just come of age already understood feelings so well? 

 

after fang ziqian left, luo chenxi did not call the mu family’s chauffeur. instead, she called for a taxi and 

returned to cloud lake pavilion. 

she saw mu weiwei sitting on the sofa in the middle of the living room as soon as she entered the room. 

luo chenxi stopped in her tracks. she was stunned for a moment before she cracked into a smile. 

“wei wei, didn’t you go shopping with your classmates today?” 

mu weiwei had finally finished her lessons at S city’s language school. when she returned home, she was 

like a little bird that had just escaped from its cage. every day, she would let herself loose. 



most of the time, he would be playing around and rarely stayed at home. 

mu weiwei raised her head and took a glance at luo chenxi. she did not speak. 

there was an awkward silence. 

in order to ease the awkwardness, luo chenxi chuckled again. ” weiwei, it happened to rain when i went 

out today. my clothes are all wet. i’ll go upstairs to change first. ” 
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after she finished speaking, she turned around and walked upstairs. 

however, mu weiwei spoke just as they reached the top of the stairs. 

“um, sis-in-law …” 

luo chenxi turned around abruptly and looked at her with widened eyes. ” weiwei, you’re calling me 

sister-in-law? you’re not angry anymore?” 

she could still clearly remember that mu weiwei had accidentally discovered that she was chen xiluo 

that day. 

mu weiwei was extremely angry at the time. she even threw a tantrum at her and mu yichen. 

even though mu weiwei appeared at the scene of mu yichen’s proposal and appeared to have forgiven 

them, mu weiwei did not speak to her at all for the past few days. the two of them had been 

maintaining an indifferent relationship. 

one should know that mu weiwei was very close to her before she switched identities with luo chenxin. 

she liked to follow her around when she had nothing to do. sometimes, she was even more clingy than 

the little dumpling. 

thus, luo chenxi was truly a little disappointed. 

however, she also understood the subtle thoughts of the teenage girl and did not say anything. 

today, mu weiwei had actually taken the initiative to stop her! he even called her sister-in-law! 

this surprised luo chenxi. 

mu weiwei pouted her lips. her gaze was unfocused while she had a troubled and gloomy expression on 

her face. she seemed to be thinking about how she should speak to luo chenxi. 

after a long while, she said, ” “um … sis-in-law, you … why didn’t you agree to big brother’s proposal?” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. she replied subconsciously, ” “didn’t i tell you last night? i think 

i’ve only known your brother for a short time …” 

“what do you mean by too short? sister-in-law, are you saying this because you think that i’m still a child 

and can be perfunctory with me?” 

mu weiwei said in dissatisfaction,”we’ve only known each other for half a year, but we’ve been through 

a lot together. you started hating each other and slowly fell in love with each other. it’s so rare to have 



such a relationship!” some people may have been dating for a few years, but they’ve never experienced 

anything big together except for dating. how can that kind of relationship be more stable than you and 

my brother?” 

“uh, this …” 

luo chenxi choked. 

wasn’t mu weiwei only eighteen years old this year? 

how could a little girl who had just come of age understand feelings so well? 

she even analyzed it so well that she couldn’t just brush it off. 

“wei wei, it’s not what you think …” 

“then what is it?” mu weiwei raised her head and continued to ask persistently,”could it be because of 

me?” sister-in-law, is it because of what i said to you last time that you’re angry at big brother? actually, 

i was just angry the other day. i didn’t mean it. i apologize to you!” 

Chapter 806: are you not even going home? 

 

mu weiwei had a guilty expression on her face as she mumbled,”i’m sorry,” she said. 

luo chenxi heaved a sigh to herself when she saw her awkward expression. 

“wei wei, i didn’t lie to you. this matter really has nothing to do with you! however, i’m really happy that 

you’re willing to forgive me and not be angry with me. ” 

mu weiwei was actually very nervous as well. as the mu family’s eldest young lady, she rarely put down 

her pride and apologized to others. 

hence, even though she had intentionally waited in the living room earlier, she hesitated and dared not 

speak when she saw luo chenxi entering the house. 

fortunately, luo chenxi did not blame her. 

this made her finally heave a sigh of relief. 

” sister-in-law, it’s my fault, not yours. actually, i thought it through the next day, but i was too 

embarrassed to come back to see you … ” 

the corners of luo chenxi’s lips curled upward when she saw mu weiwei’s pitiful look. 
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although the mu family’s eldest young miss was sometimes one-track minded, her nature was not bad. 

sometimes, she even seemed particularly cute! 

just like now. 



perhaps mu weiwei had been holding it in for too long. she was overjoyed to be able to reconcile with 

luo chenxi. she held luo chenxi’s hand and talked non-stop. 

“sister-in-law, the starry dress i wore at the graduation party last time was actually designed by you, 

right? you’re really too good! he was chased out by that b * tch luo chenxin, but he still remembered to 

make me a dress and even accompanied me to the ball to teach that scumbag a lesson! i don’t even 

know how to thank you, sister-in-law!” 

luo chenxi said with a smile,”we’re a family, so there’s no need to thank me.” this is what i should do. if 

you get bullied, i won’t have any face, right?” 

mu weiwei continued to talk for a while, but she could not help but change the topic back to young 

master mu. 

“sis-in-law, are you really not going to consider accepting my brother’s proposal? i think you two are 

really a good match! besides, i think you like my big brother too, don’t you?” 

for a girl of mu weiwei’s age, the relationship between luo chenxi and mu yichen was already the most 

perfect type of relationship in her dreams. 

every day, when she was eating dog food, she would secretly envy her sister-in-law and hope that a man 

who loved her so much would appear in the future. 

from mu weiwei’s point of view, her eldest brother and sister-in-law should walk into the hall lovingly. 

then,”the prince and the princess would live happily ever after.” 

she had no idea that in the adult world, there were many other factors besides feelings. 

not every couple who loved each other could eventually step into the hall of marriage. 

luo chenxi sighed in her heart when she saw the eagerness and anticipation in her eyes. 

however, she had no way of explaining it to mu weiwei. she could only go along with her words and nod. 

” alright, i’ll definitely consider it carefully. is that alright? ” 

mu weiwei heaved a sigh of relief. ” that’s good! sister-in-law, i’m not boasting, but although my big 

brother is a little fierce, he’s absolutely reliable. you won’t regret choosing him!” 

” yes, yes, okay. i know you have a brother complex! ” 

luo chenxi teased her on purpose in a relaxed manner. 

only then did he manage to escape. 

as expected, mu yichen was nowhere to be seen at the dining table during dinner. 

tan yueru’s expression was obviously not good. she directly slammed her chopsticks on the table and 

said, ” this brat, he didn’t eat breakfast and dinner. now, he’s not even going home? ” aunt chen, give 

mu yichen a call and tell him to come back immediately!” 

Chapter 807: don’t call me young madam, i’m not worthy of that title 

 



aunt chen was in a dilemma. ” but, madam, the young master said that he went out to socialize … ” 

“what do you mean? these words can only lie to you, but can they lie to me? he did it on purpose. 

alright, go and make the call!” tan yueru urged. 

luo chenxi hastily stepped forward to stop him upon seeing that. 

“mom, you really don’t have to call him. yichen must be busy with something if he didn’t come back. she 

didn’t want to affect his work. this is all my fault, please don’t blame him.” 

luo chenxi only managed to persuade tan yueru after much persuasion. 

she quickly finished her meal and rushed back to her bedroom. 

in truth, she was secretly relieved when mu yichen did not return. 

this was because she was not ready yet. she did not know how to face mu yichen. 

luo chenxi had been thinking about her next step in her heart ever since she received the diagnosis that 

she was confirmed to be unable to get pregnant after her re-examination in the hospital today. she did 

not show any expression on her face. 
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initially, she was planning to use the excuse that they had only been dating for a short time to delay the 

time so that she could continue to stay by mu yichen’s side. 

but now it seemed that this was not appropriate. 

she had already rejected mu yichen’s proposal, yet she was still staying in the mu family’s villa. she 

considered herself to be mu yichen’s wife and was enjoying a luxurious life. it was truly inappropriate. 

moreover, it was obvious that mu yichen could not accept such a relationship. 

therefore, there were only two paths in front of her. 

she could either come clean with the truth or leave the mu family and break up with mu yichen 

completely. 

speaking of which, this matter was her own responsibility from the beginning to the end. 

she had initially planned to stay single for the rest of her life. as a result, she had never thought that she 

would fall in love with mu yichen and that her love was so deep. 

by the time she realized this, she had already fallen deeply into it and had no time to escape. 

in addition to luo chenxin’s interference, her relationship with mu yichen grew closer without her 

realizing it. 

as a result, it had come to the point where they were inseparable today. 

if she had been able to control herself from the start and kept a reasonable distance from young master 

mu, things wouldn’t have ended up like this. 



since she could not walk the path with mu yichen to the end and could not provide him with a happy 

and perfect family, she should not occupy the position by his side and hinder him from finding a woman 

who was more suitable for him. 

however, luo chenxi felt a sharp pain in her heart every time she thought of this. it was so painful that 

she could barely breathe. 

she truly did not want to leave mu yichen. 

if she had been a little more selfish and told him the truth … she probably wouldn’t have had to leave. 

however, that would be too unfair to the mu family. 

luo chenxi lay on the bed and thought about it for a long time. 

for a moment, she wanted to sneak away, but in the next moment, the thought of confessing the truth 

prevailed. 

after struggling for the whole night, she did not close her eyes until dawn. 

…… 

the next morning. 

due to her fear of facing tan yueru and the rest, luo chenxi hid in her room on purpose. she only sneaked 

downstairs after everyone had finished their breakfast. 

just as she was about to go out, she was stopped by aunt chen. 

“young madam, are you out on business? let old liu drive you?” 

luo chenxi shook her head in refusal hastily. ” it’s alright. i’ll take the bus myself. also, don’t call me 

young madam. i’m not worthy of that title … ” 

“aiyo, young madam, what are you saying? this was the young master’s personal order! you’re the only 

young mistress of the mu family!” 

Chapter 808: she was obviously soft-hearted and regretted not agreeing to the young master’s proposal! 

 

“i’m not …” 

luo chenxi was about to refute him subconsciously, but she thought about it and shut her mouth in the 

end. she did not try to explain herself forcefully. 

there was no use in her explaining now. 

in any case, when she moved out of the mu family, no one would naturally call her young madam 

anymore. 

“young madam, young master has instructed old liu to follow you around. if you don’t let him pick you 

up and young master finds out, what if old liu is fired? old liu has his parents and children to take care 

of, so he really needs this high-paying job.” 



luo chenxi had no choice but to nod in agreement. 

“alright, then i’ll have to trouble you, master liu. i … i’m going to the mu group.” 

she had thought about it the entire night and still felt that she shouldn’t be so selfish. 

when it was time to leave, he should leave decisively. 
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however, luo chenxi was also aware that mu yichen would never agree to break up with her now. 

perhaps, he would really tie her to the bed like he had said in the past. 

therefore, she decided to move out of the mu family first and let the two of them calm down for a while. 

she had gone to the mu group today to talk to mu yichen about this. 

when aunt chen heard this, her thoughts were completely reversed. 

the worry in his eyes disappeared immediately, and he smiled very happily. 

“young madam, are you going to the company to look for young master? why didn’t you say so earlier! 

it’s going to be noon soon. if you go over now, you can give the young master a lunch filled with love. 

he’ll be so happy to see you! young madam, please take a seat first. i’ll go and make a few dishes right 

away, it’ll be quick!” 

“hey, wait, i’m not … i’m not there to deliver food …” 

luo chenxi called out hastily in an attempt to stop aunt chen. 

however, aunt chen’s actions were very fast. she slipped into the kitchen. 

he couldn’t hide the smile on his face. 

young madam was going to the company to look for eldest young master. it was obvious that she had 

softened and regretted not agreeing to eldest young master’s proposal! 

it was not easy for the young couple to have a chance to reconcile. aunt chen decided that she must 

show off her cooking skills and make a few of her best dishes to help young madam! 

luo chenxi felt a little helpless when she saw aunt chen’s excited expression. 

however, she did not stop aunt chen anymore when she recalled that mu yichen often forgot to eat 

because he was too engrossed in his work. she sat back on the sofa and waited. 

aunt chen was very swift. she had prepared four side dishes in no time, paired with rice and soup. she 

placed the dishes into a thermal lunch box and passed it to luo chenxi. 

“young madam, you should go! our young master has a sharp tongue but a soft heart. he’ll definitely be 

appeased when he sees you. if he’s a tsundere, you can act coquettishly to coax him. when young 

master saw you and little miss, he couldn’t even get angry.” 

luo chenxi did not know how to answer him. she could only take the thermal lunch box in silence and get 

into the car. 



…… 

twenty minutes later, the car stopped in front of the mu group’s building. 

luo chenxi lifted her head with the thermal lunch box in her right hand. she was slightly lost in thought 

as she looked at the tallest landmark building in T city. 

after a while, she finally made up her mind and walked into the building. 

“miss, please wait.” 

she was stopped by the front desk as soon as she entered. 

the front desk lady’s face darkened and she asked in a bad mood, ” “this is the mu group’s office. 

unauthorized people are not allowed to barge in! miss, please leave immediately!” 

luo chenxi took a glance at her in astonishment. 

other than the first time she went to the mu group and was stopped by the front desk, she had been 

able to enter the company without any obstructions. 

even the managers of the major departments would fight to please her, the ” young madam. ” 

Chapter 809: the president already has a new girlfriend 

 

unexpectedly, this time, she had a taste of being shut out again. 

luo chenxi explained calmly, ” nice to meet you. i’m president mu’s girlfriend. i’m here to look for him. 

please let me in. ” 

even though she did not accept mu yichen’s proposal, they had not broken up yet. 

so, there was no problem in saying that she was his girlfriend. 

luo chenxi thought that the lady at the front desk would definitely call zhuo feng to verify her identity 

after she had told him her family background. 

who knew that the receptionist had no intention of verifying it at all. her face, which was covered with 

exquisite makeup, was full of ridicule. 

“you? our president’s girlfriend? do you really think that the people in our company are fools? they 

don’t even watch the news and can’t recognize you? luo chenxin, miss luo?” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment upon hearing that. 

did the lady at the front desk think that she was luo chenxin? 

boxn ov el. c o m 

before she could say anything, the receptionist sneered again. ” miss luo, i’ve never seen a woman as 

thick-skinned as you! i heard that the luo corporation is a pretty big company. why is miss luo so 



shameless? our president has already said that he has nothing to do with you, yet you still dare to come 

to the company? and you said you’re the president’s girlfriend?” 

” why don’t you take a look at yourself in the mirror? which part of you is worthy of our president? ” 

the last time, luo chenxin used her identity as mrs. mu to deceive the front desk. not only did she break 

into mu yichen’s office, but she also put an aphrodisiac in his coffee. 

since then, mu yichen had strictly ordered that no one was allowed to let luo chenxin into the mu group! 

this rule had not been changed back yet. 

besides, even if there was no such rule, every employee in the company hated luo chenxin to the 

extreme, especially the female employees. 

young master mu was an unattainable male god in all of their hearts, but he was entangled with a 

woman like luo chenxin. 

who could bear to watch? 

luo chenxi frowned. she did not know how to explain it for a while. 

” you’ve really misunderstood, ” she said after some thought. ” alright, i’ll call your president first. ” 

luo chenxi fumbled for her phone and gave mu yichen a call. 

however, before the phone could even ring, it was ruthlessly hung up. 

she made a few calls in a row, but the results were the same. 

obviously, young master mu was acting tsundere again. 

luo chenxi was so angry that she almost smashed her phone. she could not refrain herself from cursing, 

” “mu yichen, what’s the big deal about hanging up the phone? if you’re so capable, why don’t you just 

block my number?” 

however, young master mu didn’t block her. he just liked to stay by his phone and wait for her to hang 

up. 

the lady at the front desk laughed out loud when she saw luo chenxi’s flustered and exasperated look. 

“what’s wrong? didn’t you want to call our president? why couldn’t he get through? the president must 

have blocked your number long ago! miss luo, i advise you not to humiliate yourself. leave before our 

president gets angry!” 

” let me tell you, our president already has a new girlfriend. it doesn’t matter if you’ve had a relationship 

with him or not. it’s useless now. don’t waste your time! ” 

luo chenxin was about to call zhuo feng when she heard the receptionist’s words. she paused. 

“what did you just say? what new girlfriend? why can’t i understand a single thing?” 

the receptionist noticed her actions and felt a burst of joy. 



Chapter 810: what if young madam really believed these lies and broke up with eldest young master? 

 

the front desk lady added fuel to the fire, ” ” i don’t know where she came from, but the president’s new 

girlfriend has a noble aura. one look and you can tell she’s from a rich family. she must be more 

powerful than the luo corporation. moreover, the president personally went out to welcome this lady 

and brought her to the president’s office today. it’s been three hours since then …” 

a man and a woman, alone in the office, for a full three hours. 

no matter how he thought about it, it was quite ambiguous. 

the lady at the front desk said that on purpose in an attempt to anger luo chenxi. 

to his surprise, the expression on luo chenxi’s face did not change at all after she heard that. she raised 

her eyebrows ever so slightly and asked in a nonchalant manner,”is that so?” 

the lady at the front desk did not expect her to be so calm and was stunned for a moment. 

but then he continued,”miss luo, it’s useless to pretend to be calm. i’m telling the truth!” you can just 

ask any employee in the company. i heard that some people even saw the president holding her hand 

and showing her around the company!” 

luo chenxi glanced at her. ” oh? just ask anyone and they’ll know that your president has a new 

girlfriend?” 

“that’s right, so you should save some face for yourself and stop pestering me!” the front desk lady had 

a smug expression. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

luo chenxi was expressionless. she picked up her phone and pressed the play button. 

he asked,”special assistant zhuo, did you hear what your company’s employees said?” ‘mu yichen has a 

new girlfriend so soon?’ you even held her hand to tour the company?” 

although she was surprised by what the lady at the front desk said, she still completed the call. 

when the front desk lady was threatening her, the phone was always on. 

on the other end of the line, zhuo feng was trembling. his back was completely drenched in cold sweat. 

how could their company have such a blind front desk! 

he actually said such things to young lady! 

eldest young master and young lady were already in a cold war. what if young lady really believed these 

lies and broke up with eldest young master? 

if such a thing really happened, the entire company would be in deep trouble! 

“young madam, don’t listen to other people’s nonsense. there’s absolutely no such thing! the young 

master is true to you, he would never cheat on you!” 



luo chenxi added unhurriedly,”but he’s already told us that every employee in the company knows 

about it …” 

“what do you mean by all the employees know? am i not an old employee of the mu group? how come i 

didn’t know about this? young mistress, you must not believe in such unreliable rumors! are you at the 

company now? i’ll come down immediately to pick you up, so you must stay where you are and wait for 

me!” 

zhuo feng was on the verge of tears! 

the person who made up this kind of rumor was simply stupid and bad, and caused great harm! 

wasn’t he deliberately setting him up? 

he was just busy with work and picked up the phone a few seconds late, and this happened. how 

unlucky! 

luo chenxi did not speak anymore but hung up the phone indifferently. 

the front desk lady looked at her in surprise, shocked by the sudden change. 

she widened her eyes and looked at luo chenxi as she asked, ” “who … who were you talking to on the 

phone just now?” 

luo chenxi glanced at her with a faint smile. ” can’t you tell who it is? of course i’m calling someone from 

your company. unfortunately, the other party doesn’t seem to have heard that your president has a new 

girlfriend!” 

 


